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That night,  
Death came, starved, and took her lover sounded good in TV 
Guide. 
       When did it become so intense 
     that canned and programmed light 
   mass produced for this particular sector of sterile 
     motel-land? 
Debauchery was just down the corridor 
glowing with maddening red lights and wrapped up to be made 
pretty in yellow ribbon 
   This morning’s dabs of pink-tipped cupcakes hadn’t 
been enough 
nor was the cracked plate of fried rice 
the vintage wine was too old 
The clocks could only blink 
         LAURA 
       “Not gonna need a VCR Rob.” 
The crickets scattered 
       (they are sure chirping tonight) 
from the diffused flashlights 

(skittering over the 
kitchenette’s linoleum) 

       “Your glass. It’s teetering Rob. 
on the tire trucks in the mud outside. 
Smoky 
frosted glass dulled the scene 

“I hate those cheap modern 
cubes of glass for decor.” 

as did the rain streaks blur 
It was all tear swept anyway 
flash bulbs popping in the meantime kept alert 
       coffee in the morning will always   
       perk 
       “Three cups Rob. You’re gonna be up  
 



                          all night.” 
to reflect on the shattered shards of ice 
from the left over drink that had tipped over 

(splashed on the wool pant 
leg already dripping from the 
muddy puddle that was 

stepped 
in! 

     ROB 
“Damn it. Now don’t say I 
told you Laura.” 
(Smug smile and an I told you  
 so) 

Ragged, she was now expecting the aroma of coffee 
       or chocolate... 
 
In SCENE 2 she tracked mud into her kitchen and got some spumoni 
ice-cream 
       spumoni? 
dry report forgotten in a locked briefcase. That could wait 
       (ROB finally loosened his tie) 
even the cell phone buzzed silent 
somewhere, “the user you are trying to reach cannot...” 
       I remember the initial annoyance 
fell asleep to a monotonous dial tone 
woke up to her cursing voice 
expression of... 
it was like... 

(the incessant buzzing of 
florescent lights waking you 
up?) 

Where did that come from? 
         LAURA 

“Thank God this is our last 
hotel room.” 

Yawns. Ah, too tired. Cracked her neck. 
    Damn right. 

Not to mention the air 
conditioner. 

That ceiling fan must need dusting. 
       “That fucking hum!” 
At SCENE 3’s overhead lamp interrogation  

trying to remember was 
like... 

     Remembering on that night.	  


